• KS&R will be headed to Chicago for the Quirk's Event!
• Amazon unveils two new TV lines.
• With the help of OneWeb, AT&T will be offering broadband to customers in hard-to-reach locations.
• Everything you need to know about the increasingly connected world of IoT.

The Quirk's Event Chicago - September 30-October 1
KS&R will be in Chicago at booth 103! Feel free to stop by and enjoy a "Mixed Emotion" cocktail! Also, Mike Nash, Joe Jones and Chris Reimann will be presenting. Click below for more information or to register.

Learn more

Amazon Launches Its First Self-Branded Smart TVs And A New 4K Fire TV Stick
Amazon on Thursday announced its first self-branded smart TVs and a new 4K streaming media player called the Fire TV Stick 4K Max.

Learn more

AT&T Taps OneWeb To Extend Enterprise Broadband Beyond Fiber's Reach
AT&T became the latest operator to look to the sky to extend the reach of its broadband network, teaming with OneWeb to serve enterprise and government customers in remote locations outside of its fiber footprint.

Learn more

A Beginner's Guide To Internet Of Things (IoT) 2021
We can turn on the lights in our homes from a desk in an office miles away.

Learn more

A MESSAGE FROM KS&R
KS&R empowers our clients with timely, fact-based insights so they can make smarter decisions and be confident in their actions.

Learn more here or email us to schedule a meeting.

Want to read more?
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